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The definition of q~,.,~ on p. 38 is only sound in the case where ]~.,n and g' have 
disjoint ranges. In the general case one should modify it as follows. (This solution 
is taken from the proof of Lemma 1 of A. Scedrov: Consistency and Indepen- 
dence Results in Intuitionistic Set Theory, in: Constructive Mathematics, Lecture 
Notes, No 873 (Springer, Berlin, 1981) pp. 54-86. 
Let h be any rare sequence with range disjoint from those of f, g' and f ' . ,  and 
h(0) ~> k~,,w for convenience. Let Pl be the involution of the natural numbers 
interchanging each f~.~(i) and h(i); similarly let Pz interchange each h(i) and g'(i). 
Now for k<k~.n define q~m.~(t)(k) as before ('swapping' 8m.,(g(m)) and 
~' . (g(m)) ) ;  for k >~ k .... put p = P l  o P2 and 
q)m.,(t)(k ) = t(p(k )). 
The remaining argument goes through as before, except hat q~,,,.,, s no longer an 
involution, and a corresponding change must be made in the de!inition of t' on 
p. 39: t'(k) = t(p-l(k)). To see that tp,~,,n(~,~.~) is fixed by fAg, one supposes that to 
(¢m.,(to) and q~n(tt) agree along f,~.n. arid tl agree along f/~ g and shows now that -1 
(One should al ;o ensure that f~.~ is 'infinite', ff necessary by expanding [,,,.,e-) 
t The correction pertains to the paper "Coucepts of general topology in constructive mathematics 
and in sheaves" by the same author and publi;hed in Annals of Mathematical Logic, Vol. 20 (1981) 
pp. 1-41. 
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